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Disclaimer

This session may contain product features that are 
currently under development.

This session/overview of the new technology represents 
no commitment from VMware to deliver these features in 
any generally available product.

Features are subject to change, and must not be included in 
contracts, purchase orders, or sales agreements of any kind.contracts, purchase orders, or sales agreements of any kind.

Technical feasibility and market demand will affect final delivery.

Pricing and packaging for any new technologies or features 
discussed or presented have not been determined.

“These features are representative of feature areas under development. Feature commitments are 
subject to change, and must not be included in contracts, purchase orders, or sales agreements of 
any kind. Technical feasibility and market demand will affect final delivery.”



Agenda

VMware View & SRM Overview

– Challenges with desktop management

– The advantages of an automated DR plan

Disaster Recovery for your Desktops

– Protecting VMware View– Protecting VMware View

– Protecting “user data”, and how to deal with user profiles

Combining VMware View & SRM – lessons learned

– What works?

– What doesn’t work?

Demonstration



Desktop Infrastructure Challenges

Distributed workforce

• Mobile & remote workers

• Outsourcing & off-shoring

• Contract Workers

Limited control of PCs

• Patch compliance

• Security

• Regulatory compliance

Management complexity  

• Deployment

• Support

• Security

Focus on PC hardware

• Many makes & models

• Refresh cycles



VMware View 3 Overview 
Integrated Solution Including:

VMware VI3 Enterprise

VMware View Manager

VMware View Composer

VMware ThinApp



Building Desktops with View Composer

View Composer will create a 
replica of your source VM to use 
as a master per LUN

Replica

V1V1

Base Image +  Snapshot

Virtual Infrastructure



Building Desktops with View Composer

This replica creates linked clones and 
joins them to the domain using QuickPrep

Replica

V1V1

Base Image +  Snapshot

OS Data Disk User Data Disk

Virtual Infrastructure



Building Desktops with View Composer

Profiles are stored as user personality 
disks, created on first logon if necessary

Replica
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Virtual Infrastructure
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Building Desktops with View Composer

User data is stored on 
CIFS share

Replica

V1V1

Virtual Infrastructure

Base Image +  Snapshot



Building Desktops with View Composer

The user’s desktop  
is the result

Replica

V1V1

Virtual Infrastructure

Base Image +  Snapshot



Advantages of Virtual Disaster Recovery

VMware is a true enabler for Disaster Recovery

– Virtual machines are portable

– Virtual hardware can be automatically configured

– Test and failover can be automated (minimizes human error)

– The need for idle hardware is reduced– The need for idle hardware is reduced

– Costs are lowered, and the quality of service is raised



BC\DR Options

– Manual BC\DR

• Copy Template to DR Location

• Replica of View Server Available to Rapidly Clone

– Pools configured to automatically grow when users start logging in

• Replicate “user data” Information

– Automated BC\DR– Automated BC\DR

• Site Recovery Manager



Site Recovery Manager Core Benefits

Expand disaster recovery protection

– Now any workload in a VM can be protected with minimal incremental effort 

and cost

Reduce time to recovery

– As soon as disaster is declared, a single button kicks off recovery sequence – As soon as disaster is declared, a single button kicks off recovery sequence 

for hundreds of VMs

Increase reliability of recovery

– Replication of system state ensures a VM has all it needs to startup

– Hardware independence eliminates failures due to different hardware

– Easier testing based off of actual failover sequence allows more frequent and 

more realistic tests



Why should you protect your virtual desktops?

Rebuilding your “gold image” from scratch is time consuming

– Companies typically have multiple “gold” images for multiple functions

– They can be updated and replicated periodically, just like your critical data

Recovery “user data” from backup takes too long

– Consider leveraging a CIFS share for user data; it should be replicated, just – Consider leveraging a CIFS share for user data; it should be replicated, just 
like the “gold image” 

– User Data Disks can be replicated and re-attached

Every DR plan should include a way for your users to access the 
information and infrastructure

– VMware View provides access to your data from anywhere

– SRM provides the ability to protect your virtual infrastructure and provide 
automated, reliable, & affordable disaster recovery 



VMware View with SRM

Goals of joint testing:

– To demonstrate a proven solution that could address the creation and 
protection (via SRM) for a large number of user desktops

– In the event of a disaster, customers need to be able to bring online their 
replicated desktops and to be available at the DR site within minutes, with 
their “user data” intact and available

Proposed Solution:

– Use SRM in order to failover the desktop infrastructure to the DR location

– Desktops must come online for immediate use by users, user experience 
must stay the same, leverage roaming/local profiles on “user disk”

– In addition, the ongoing management and administration of the desktop pools 
should continue post failover

– “User data” should be available and up to date, needs to be replicated to the 
DR site



What does the combined solution look like?

Unified 
Storage

SRM



Challenges with our testing

There are four things that need to be accounted for:

– View Manager and its ADAM DB 

– View Composer and its SQL DB

– The “gold image” and the associated desktop pools

– User Data

View Composer is the primary challenge:

– View Composer is installed on the vCenter server and therefore cannot be 
part of the SRM DR plan 

– vCenter does not failover since it is controlling the recovery plan in conjunction 
with the DR site’s vCenter server

– Providing the refresh, re-compose or rebalance operations against the failed-
over desktop pool



The solution

Replicating the “gold image” that is being used in production and then 
creating a dedicated desktop pool within the DR site

– Replicate your “gold images”, not your clones

– Pre-deploy pool of desktops based on replicated “gold images” at the DR side

– Leave them in a  powered “down” state, but ready to use if necessary, can be 
leveraged in DR testing as well

– User profiles can be managed locally within the data, recreated after initial 
login at the DR site, roaming profiles can be managed through login script

Installing/configuring View Composer and View Manager on both the 
Production and DR sites

– Each with their own DBAessentially two separate View deployments

– Deploy your virtual desktops on each side, however we will power down the 
DR side desktops, saving resource until you need it



How should “User Data” be handled?

CIFS share

User Data Disks

A little of both?



CIFS Share

Create a CIFS share on the production site’s EMC 
Celerra, “home” directories can be configured to use 
a CIFS share

Use GPOs to redirect “MyDocuments” to the users’ 
“home” directories

User’s profiles can be stored on the user data disk, 
but all of their user files will be on a CIFS share that 
will be failed over

User data on the CIFS share can now be 

Desktops

Thin Clients

LAN/
WAN

User data on the CIFS share can now be 
deduplicated and tiered on appropriate storage over 
time, typically 70% or greater hasn’t been touched in 
over 90 days 

If you are not using roaming profiles, then when the 
user logs into a desktop, a new profile will be 
created, however all of their “user data” will be 
available on the failed over CIFS share

As well, if using ThinApp, these files can be 
accessed as well, assuming they too were on a 
replicated CIFS share

EMC Storage Differentiators

� Predictable Performance

� Continuous Availability

� Automated Tiering

OS
Boot

User
Data



User Data Disk

Power down the original linked clone with the UDD

Power down a spare linked clone in the same pool

In VC, detach the UDD from the original clone

Remove the blank UDD in the spare linked clone and attach the 
original UDD

In View, delete the original linked cloneIn View, delete the original linked clone

Use vdmadmin to assign the spare VM to the user directly:
vdmadmin -L -d desktop -m machine -u user

Do a refresh operation on the newly assigned VM in View

Power on the new linked clone

Login as the user - the desktop of the new linked clone will display 
with profile redirection working - the files on the original UDD show up 
under 'My Documents'



Why should you protect VMware View with SRM?

VMware View provides the most flexible VDI platform to date

– Tools like View Composer add huge value in provisioning, desktop image 
management, easy to use, ability to refresh, recompose images, patch 
effortlessly

SRM provides the ability to specify protection for your VMs and recovery 
plans to orchestrate failover and DR testing

– With SRM you have granular control over how your virtual infrastructure DR 
failover is handled -- with the ability to alert, monitor and report post failover

– With SRM you have granular control over how your virtual infrastructure DR 
failover is handled -- with the ability to alert, monitor and report post failover

Key takeaways:

– “User data” is most typically stored in CIFS file shares or UDD

– Protecting “user data” is a must, replicating has a huge advantage over 
backup

– After you have spent time building out your VMware View environment, 
provisioning your “gold images” -- you want to be able to leverage it in your 
DR site



Some things to consider:

You can use roaming profiles, or use local profiles on the “user data” disk

– You still perform recompose/refresh operations without effecting profiles

– You can still leveraging the advantages of folder redirection to CIFS shares

– Additionally, one time user login scripts could be used to rebuild the profiles at 

the DR side when they first check out the DR side desktop

Leverage existing VI infrastructure

– The DR desktops would brought online in the event of a disaster (when of 

course the other VMs would be offline)

Fully automated Solution with EMC Celerra

– Leverage HW based snapshots and replicated CIFS data

– Rapidly recovers to your DR site from your Gold Image

– View Manager and EMC VDI Deployment tool fully portable



Demo

Verify production desktop pools, validate things are ok

Initiate SRM failover on recovery site, replication direction fracture and 
then reverse

Post SRM recovery plan execution, check to see that the “gold images” are 
available and “user data” is available

Recreate a new desktop pool, redeploy based on replicated “gold image”, Recreate a new desktop pool, redeploy based on replicated “gold image”, 
add entitlements for users

Leverage GPO to point “MyDocuments” to the newly promoted replica of 
the CIFS share 

Connect to View Manager server with VDM Client, login a user, validate 
that thy have access to desktop image (based on gold image), validate that 
local profile is re-created, and that they can access their “user data” with 
“MyDocuments”



Additional References

Vdmadmin Command Line Reference Guide:

– http://www.vmware.com/pdf/viewmanager_cl_tool.pdf

EMC VDI Deployment Tool (requires access to EMC Powerlink):

– Will be available online within the next week– Will be available online within the next week

EMC Recent Announcement on Celerra Deduplication:

– http://www.emc.com/about/news/press/2009/20090223-01.htm 





Thank you for coming.

Rate your session and 
watch for the highest scores! 


